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Time reporting on Climate Change in 2006, the Poisoning of America in1980, and the Earth’s 6th MassExtinction event in the Earth’s4-billion-year-old history in 2009.
Cannabis is the scientific name for a truly remarkable plant known by many names, including “hemp,” an
old English word of Germanic origin that was commonly used by our Founding Fathers, and “marihuana,”
which was an unknown Mexican slang term that was used by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics in the
1930’s as part of an effort to make cannabis illegal. But according to investigators published in Scientific
American (12.04) cannabis is not a synthetic “drug,” but a completely non-toxic, and indeed highlynutritious, 500-million-year-old neurotransmitter, which has completely redefined the science of neurology.
This is just one of the many reasons why the editors of Scientific American referred to the existing U.S.
Schedule 1 drug laws as “absurd” in the same 2004 publication.
Few Americans are aware that drug laws, which were primarily focused on cannabis and morphine, were
enacted in secret by oil, chemical and pharmaceutical lobbyists in 1937, with no recorded vote in either
the House or Senate, and over the objections of Henry Ford, who was mass-producing cannabis based
fuels and plastics for automobiles, as well as the American Medical Association, which had been using
cannabis in dozens of medical applications since the AMA was founded in 1846. Indeed, cannabis has
been used as a medicinal herb since the dawn of civilization, and astrophysics professor Carl Sagan
speculated that cannabis cultivation was a factor in creating agriculture and civilization 5,000 years ago.
Alcohol prohibition required a constitutional amendment, because Article 1, Section 8 of the Constitution
clearly does not give the government any authority to prohibit citizens from consuming specific foods,
drinks or smoking mixtures, or matters related to sexual activities. As such, the drug laws are unjust,
unscientific and unconstitutional, but they are also directly responsible for the shift from a renewable and
poison-free “solar cannabis economy,” which had sustained America and human civilizations worldwide
for thousands of years, to a highly-toxic and non-renewable “oil & fossil fuel economy,” that in one
generation has contaminated the air, water and food worldwide, along with every man, woman and child,
including the unborn who now soak in a witches brew of poisons from the moment of conception.
This chemical contamination has occurred because of a fundamental process in physics called “diffusion,”
which occurs every time cream is poured into coffee. Poisons diffuse just as rapidly as cream, and when
they are released into the air and water, they return in the wind, rain and snow. “The Poisoning of
America” was documented by Time magazine (above left) in 1980, as was the Earth’s Sixth MassExtinction event in 2009 (above right), which is now entering its final exponential stages.
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The Cannabis (i.e. Hemp) Economy in Early America

When the Puritans arrived in Colonial America, one of their first critical tasks was to take the bags of
cannabis seeds ashore for planting. Cannabis was referred to as hemp, was used to supply their critical
food, medicines and fibres for paper, rope, rigging, sails and clothing. Hemp seeds were always carried
by ships at sea in the event of a shipwreck so the crew could grow the rapidly-growing plants for survival.
As the durable fiber of choice, hemp was quickly planted throughout the colonies, and its use was so
critical, that in 1619, Jamestown and other colonies even made hemp cultivation compulsory and called
its production necessary for the "wealth and protection of the country." Indeed, hemp was so ubiquitous
at the time that it was also used as legal tender in the U.S. from the 1600’s to the early 1800’s, and when
paper currency was used, hemp was the preferred paper to use because of its strength and durability,
which is why it was used to print books, maps and other documents, including the U.S. Constitution.
Thus hemp was a strategically important crop that had existed for millennia, and according to the Farm
Journals now stored in the National Archives, Presidents George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and
John Adams were all well-known cannabis growers. As ambassador to France, Jefferson was also
allegedly smuggling cannabis seeds from Asia, although Washington wrote that the best hemp by far
came from the Native American Indians, and one would assume Washington was referring to smoking
various mixtures of the “Indian Hemp,” rather than making food, rope, paper or medicines.
Ironically, the fundamental solution to the toxic and non-renewable Oil Age
is to return to a Solar Hydrogen Cannabis Economy that was a foundation of Civilizations worldwide.

The scientific word “Cannabis” is derived from the ancient Greek word “Kannabis,” and scholars have
noted that while the Athenians in Greece embraced the cannabis culture and economy because it was
also used it as a critical element of their agriculture, economy and naval armed forces. As a result, the
Athenians created the world’s first Democracy, whereas the Spartans, who discouraged the use of
cannabis, created a police state instead.
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Unlike Highly-Processed & Genetically Modified Foods & Medicines
Cannabis is completely Non-toxic, Highly-Nutritious, Biodegradable & Renewable
There is an epidemic of obesity and a broad spectrum of other diseases in the U.S. that is a direct result
of mass-producing highly-processed and genetically engineered, refined sugar laden “junk” foods.
Cannabis-based foods, by contrast, are rich in the critical proteins, minerals, amino acids, phytonutrients
and essential fatty acids that are known to fight disease and optimize protein production and thereby
human health.
Cannabis is typically three to four times richer in cellulose potential than its nearest rivals, including
cornstalks, sugarcane, kenaf, trees or any other commercial crop. Thus cannabis is the natural choice for
biofuel energy production. Cannabis is estimated to produce up to 10 tons of biomass per acre every four
months, thus each acre could produce approximately 30 tons of hemp biomass annually. Biomass
typically produces between 5,000 to 8,000 Btu per pound of material. Assuming 6,000 Btu per pound is
generated, the 30 tons of hemp biomass (i.e., 60,000 pounds) generated each year would produce
approximately 360 million Btu/year. This value divided by 120,000 Btu/gallon of gasoline equivalent fuel
will generate approximately 3,000 gallons of fuel per acre each year.
Cannabis seed oils and resins can also be chemically processed into virtually any biofuel, or plastic, from
pure hydrogen to a wide-range of hydrocarbon fuels where the hydrogen is chemically bonded to carbon,
such as gasoline, ethanol, or natural gas. When an energy crop is used for biofuel production, it takes
carbon dioxide (CO2) out of the atmosphere and releases an equal amount of CO2 when it is burned,
thereby creating a balanced and sustainable system. Petroleum fuels, by contrast, only release CO2
and other toxic hydrocarbon emissions that contaminate the atmosphere and water systems worldwide.
Thus when an energy crop like cannabis is used to make ethanol, it will lower the carbon dioxide
emissions in the atmosphere and then stabilize the carbon emissions at a level lower than before the
crop was planted. However, if the cannabis is simply processed into hydrogen fuel and chemical
feedstocks, which is the first step in the ethanol production process, the resulting hydrogen will then
emit no carbon or other acid rain and sulphur-based contaminates. The U.S. currently uses about 135
billion gallons of diesel fuel annually plus an additional 140 billion gallons of gasoline, for a total of
about 275 billion gallons annually. Thus to displace all of the oil-based gasoline and diesel fuels with
cannabis-based fuels, approximately 92 million acres would be required, which is roughly what is now
used to grow corn, which only provides about 10 percent additive to gasoline.
The cellulose pulp from cannabis can be used to make paper that lasts 100 times longer than paper
made from trees because cannabis fibres are the strongest found in nature, which is why they are also
used to increase the durability of cement, paints and other building materials. In addition, cannabis was
also secretly used by the DuPont Chemical Corporation, who had an exclusive, cost plus, no bid
contract to manufacture all of the high-explosives that were used in World War II by U.S. armed forces
on land, sea and in the air.
While Henry Ford was focused on making automotive fibres plastics and fuels from cannabis, it is also
possible to use the durable cannabis-based plastics make the blades and enclosures and other
components for wind turbines and other solar-sourced hydrogen production systems. This eliminates
the toxicity and catastrophic fires that can occur with ethanol and other relatively heavy hydrocarbon
fuels like gasoline or natural gas in accidents. In addition to being the most abundant element in the
Universe, hydrogen is also the lightest element. Thus in leaks or accidents, hydrogen dissipates in
seconds, compared to hydrocarbon fuels like gasoline where the hydrogen is bonded to carbon.
Henry Ford is shown on the next page using a large axe to demonstrate that cannabis-based plastic body
components were 10-times stronger and 30% lighter than steel. For details, please refer to The Emperor
Wears No Clothes, by Jack Herer, which can be downloaded at “jackherer.com/thebook.” Video
recordings of Henry Ford and others repeatedly banging the rear deck of his cannabis cars are available
on YouTube, by Googling “Henry Ford’s Cannabis Car.” But for a much more detailed documentary,
Google “The True History of Marijuana,” which provides the details of this Orwellian distortion of history.
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Henry Ford is shown hitting a cannabis plastic car with an axe with no damage. As he testified:
“Why use up the forests which were centuries in the making & the mines which required ages to lay down,
if we can get the equivalent of forest & mineral products in the annual growth of the hemp fields?"
By the 1920’s, however, Henry Ford, who was also a cannabis farmer, was not just making ethanol fuel
from cannabis, but carpets and upholstery from its super strong fibres. But the real threat to the oil and
chemical corporations came when Ford also made cannabis-based plastics for less cost than the oilbased plastics and chemicals that had been patented by DuPont, which was the real reason why
lobbyists made cannabis illegal, but the result has been the chemical contamination of the only planet
in the known Universe that can sustain life -- just so oil and other fossil fuel industries could make vast
profits, which enabled then hire armies of lobbyists to legally bribe elected officials to believe there was
no alternative to using oil and other fossil fuels and chemicals.
The American Medical Association (AMA) also opposed the prohibition of cannabis and testified there was
no evidence that cannabis was a dangerous drug, because the AMA had been using cannabis as staple of
medicine since the organization was founded in 1847.

Andrew Mellon (left), who was Treasury Secretary, CEO of Gulf Oil, and the primary investor in DuPont’s
patent to make plastics from oil instead of cannabis. John D. Rockefeller, (center) was working to replace
non-toxic cannabis medicines with toxic pharmaceutical drugs, and Dr. William Woodward (right), who
was an attorney as well as a physician, and as the AMA’s Congressional Representative, he also opposed
the prohibition of cannabis. Dr. Woodward’s testimony, which is available online, even objected to the
Federal Narcotics Bureau’s use of the new and unknown Mexican slang term “marihuana,” which he
referred to as a “mongrel” word that had no place in discussions regarding cannabis or medical science.
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What Dr. Woodward did not know, however, was that some of the most powerful oil barons in U.S. history
were focused on having their lobbyists remove cannabis and morphine from the market, by changing their
names to Marijuana and Heron, and then funding a media scare campaign stating these “new” drugs
caused criminal insanity and death. But Mellon was the primary investor in DuPont’s oil-based plastics and
Rockefeller was the primary investor in replacing non-toxic cannabis-based natural medicinal herbs, with
toxic synthetic oil-based “pharmaceutical drugs” that are now killing millions of Americans annually.
Cannabis is not drug, it is a neurotransmitter.
It is now known that the cannabinoid molecules in cannabis, including psychoactive THC, are 500million-year-old neurotransmitters, which activate a two-way communication and switching system in
the brain, which has completely redefined the science of neurology.

The authors of a Scientific American paper, “The Brain’s Own Marijuana” (December 2004), are medical
professors Roger A. Nicoll and Bradley N. Alger, who found the brain makes its own substitute molecules
“endocannabinoids,” for the vast “forests” of cannabis protein receptor’s, which have been in the brains and
bodies of all vertebrate animals (which includes all humans), for the past 500 million years. However, the
body’s THC molecule does not stimulate the protein receptors as well as the THC that is found in cannabis
plants. These insights stunned the investigators, given that 500 million years goes back to a time before
living organisms had left the seas. The Earth’s protective ozone layer had not yet been formed from the
photosynthetic microbes who were in the process of making hydrogen from water, which eventually
released the massive amounts of the oxygen needed to form the protective stratospheric ozone layer.
By examining these cannabis molecules, and where they go and what they do in the brain, researchers
now know that THC is neurotransmitter that activates a two way communication and signalling system that
is present throughout the brain, which is associated with complex motor behaviors, cognition, learning &
memory. The synapse images above show the exchange of neurotransmitters. As the journal Nature
Medicine characterized it in 2003, "The endocannabinoid system has an important role in nearly every
paradigm of pain, in memory, in neurodegeneration and in inflammation." The journal notes that clinical
potential of cannabinoids' is “enormous."
According to both the AMA and American Cancer Society, cannabis has been used as a medicinal herb for
thousands of years worldwide, and specific cannabinoids, such as cannabidiol (CBD), have been shown
slow the growth and/or reduce spread of many forms of cancer. Chinese and Indian medical texts used
cannabis more than 3,000 years ago to treat a wide range of medical conditions, including angina,
intestinal pain, cholera, epilepsy, constipation, gout, malaria, rheumatism, insomnia, vomiting, tetanus,
coughs, gonorrhea, bronchitis, absent-mindedness, whooping cough, depression and asthma.
Some of the most riveting cannabis clinical studies on children have been graphically documented on CNN
by medical professor Sanjay Gupta, who now states publically that he and other medical researchers were
misinformed about cannabis by the Drug Enforcement Administration. Indeed, if a new non-toxic drug were
announced that could be used to treat over 20 different medical problems, it would be called a “Superdrug.”
Yet the unconstitutional U.S. Drug policy continues to be based on the absurd assumption from oil
company lobbyists that cannabis has no medical use. But if cannabis and morphine, which are considered
the “gold standard” of pain medications, were made legal, they would replace most of the multi-trillion dollar
toxic pharmaceutical drugs that are now in use.
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Synthetic THC
In addition to the natural THC molecules that are found in the cannabis plant, investigators have also
synthesized THC in the laboratory, and called it Marinol. This pharmaceutical THC is prescribed to
relieve nausea from chemotherapy and help stimulate appetite, but patients are often disappointed with
the synthetic Marinol as compared with the natural molecule that is found in the hemp plant. A 1997
editorial in the New England Journal of Medicine noted that "it is difficult to titrate the therapeutic
dose of this drug, and it is not widely prescribed.” By contrast, smoking marijuana produces a rapid
increase in the blood level of the active ingredients and is thus more likely to be therapeutic." As a
1995 editorial in the Journal of the American Medical Association stated:
"We are not asking readers for immediate agreement with our affirmation
that marijuana is medically useful, but we hope they will do more to
encourage open and legal exploration of its potential."
Cannabis is a completely non-toxic and highly-nutritional food and medicinal herb and neurotransmitter
that has clear medicinal benefits for dozens of ailments. As the AMA documents state, “Marijuana
alleviates pain and anxiety. It can prevent the death of injured neurons. It suppresses vomiting
and enhances appetite.”

Source: Scientific American, December 2004.
As researchers continued to study the THC molecules in hemp, they learned that it was one of the most
abundant G-protein coupled receptors in the brain. Moreover, it has its highest densities in the cerebral
cortex, hippocampus, hypothalamus, cerebellum, basal ganglia, brain stem, spinal cord and amygdala.
This distribution explains hemp's diverse physiological and neurological effects. Its psychoactive
power comes from its action in the cerebral cortex and the hippocampus, a structure in the brain that is
essential for memory formation. Thus the THC in hemp acts on movement control centers of the brain,
the brain stem and spinal cord, which is how it brings about the reduction of pain and the vomiting reflex.
The hypothalamus is also involved in appetite, and the amygdala influences emotional responses.
“Marijuana clearly does so much because it acts everywhere.” Yet the official position of the U.S
federal government and the Drug Enforcement Administration is that hemp has no medical applications.
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Cannabis and its THC cannabinoid is not an intoxicant that impairs the brain’s function,
but a neurotransmitter, which activates vast forests of primordial protein receptors in the brain
that are able to then switch on and operate a previously unknown two-way communication and
switching system within the brain. This discovery has changed the science of neurology.

Devising New Therapies
“The repertoire of the brain's own marijuana has not been fully revealed, but the insights about
endocannabinoids have begun helping researchers design therapies to harness the medicinal properties
of the plant. Several synthetic THC analogues are already commercially available, such as nabilone and
dronabinol. They combat the nausea brought on by chemotherapy; dronabinol also stimulates appetite in
AIDS patients.” Other cannabinoids have been shown to relieve pain in a myriad of illnesses and
disorders, and as medical professor Sanjay Gupta documented on CNN, some of marijuana’s
cannabinoids have also dramatically reduced life-threatening seizures in both adults and children.
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Ross Rebagliati
A Canadian Olympic “High” Snowboarder
Looking the picture below of Ross Rebagliati in Olympic competition, is it reasonable to assume that it
takes at least as much split-second skill and timing to race down a mountain at 80 mph on a
snowboard, as it does to drive an automobile to the store or on the interstate?

The fact that some of the most successful Olympic champions in history have used hemp while performing
such amazing split-second reactions that few people could equal, is a significant factor in addressing the
questions of driving an automobile while under the performance enhancing influence of cannabis
cannabinoid molecules. Virtually anyone with any personal experience with cannabis is immediately aware
of how their sensual awareness is increased and not decreased, as it is with alcohol, which is also highly
toxic, as is tobacco. Yet both of these highly-toxic drugs are legal.
While there are clear blood level limits for driving under the intoxicating influence of alcohol, after a drug
war against cannabis that has lasted 76 years, there is still no scientific or medical blood level number
established by medical authorities or police agencies to determine when an individual is negatively, or
positively, influenced by cannabis or any of its cannabinoids. However, the ultra-“high” performance of
Olympic athletes like Ross Rebagliati and Michael Phelps (above right), the most successful Olympic
athlete of all time, speaks volumes about the absurdity of the cannabis DWI laws.
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Intellectual & Scientific Insights from Cannabis
While cannabis is often referred to as a “recreational” drug” that is used by unsuccessful people, there
are many brilliant and highly successful professionals who have openly acknowledged their use of
cannabis in their work to acquire significant intellectual insights and enlightened perspectives regarding
their work and/or research. Examples include Norman Mailer (shown below left, who won two Pulitzer
Prizes and worked as a novelist, journalist, playwright, film maker, actor and political candidate, who
stated the following: "One's condition on marijuana is always existential. One can feel the
importance of each moment and how it is changing one. One feels one's being . . .”

Cannabis was used extensively by Apple founder Steve Jobs, (above left) who created the most
successful corporation in history. Cannabis was also used by the highly-successful Microsoft founder
Bill Gates, (shown above right) as well as eminent scientists such as Francis Crick, (shown below left) a
molecular biologist who received the Nobel Prize for his work to characterize the molecular structure of
DNA, or physics professor Richard Feynman (below middle), who received the Nobel Prize in Physics in
1965 and was ranked as the one of the ten greatest physicists of all time by the British journal Physics
World for his contributions to the development of quantum electrodynamics, or astrophysics professor
Carl Sagan (shown below right), who wrote and produced the Cosmos book and television series.

"The illegality of cannabis is outrageous, an impediment to full utilization of a drug, which helps
produce the serenity and insight, sensitivity and fellowship so desperately needed
in this increasingly mad and dangerous world." – Carl Sagan

Do any of the people on this page look like unsuccessful felons? Yet they are given U.S. Drug laws.
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Religious, Spiritual, & Enlightened Insights from Cannabis
Given vast “forests” of cannabinoid receptors in the human brain have also been in the brains of virtually all
vertebrate species for the past 500 million years, it is clear that cannabis neural transmitters are completely
natural molecules, which have been used by proteins in the brains of animals long before humans and
other land-based plants and animals existed. And given these neural transmitters allow the proteins in the
brain to operate a two way communication obviously has profound implications in terms of an enlightened
perspective from what has been referred to as listening to the “inner mind,” the “cosmic consciousness,”
or the “Id.” But from a perspective of molecular biology, this inner consciousness is all tied to our biological
creators, the protein-scale nanobes, which are a 4-billion year old highly advanced civilization that has
engineered, manufactured and operated every virus, bacteria and other microbe, as well as every cell
within every animal, including every human being, brain and nervous system, with no exceptions. And yet
the nanobes are being destroyed worldwide with oil-based poisons that arrive in the wind and rain.

DNA (left & center) codes for proteins, including the nanobial protein Subtilsin shown above on the right.
The X-ray crystallography image of the Subtilsin enzyme was provided by Author J. Olson, Ph.D.,
Copyright © Research Institute of Scripps Clinic, California. Note that each dot in the image represents
an individual atom of the protein’s 3-dimensional structure.
DNA is essentially a 4-digit computer code that stores the memory of all thousands of different proteins
that are created in the body. The protein-scale nanobes are at the heart of all memory formation and
transmission within the brain, and there are specific nanobes that operate the molecular receptors for
THC and other cannabinoids, as well as all of the metabolism that takes place in the body. DNA stores
the codes for manufacturing proteins, and according to the Revealing Science of God paper published
on the PhoenixPrjojectFoundation.us website, the nanobes are indeed our biological creators. This is not
an opinion, it is a fact. And if the nanobes are smart enough to build and operate every brain and nervous
system worldwide, it seems only logical to make every effort to communicate with them -- and the key is
cannabis. Consider that when one prays, one is speaking to God, but when one concentrates and
meditates, which involves quieting the external mind so one can begin to hear the internal mind, one
does not speak. One listens. This is why cannabis laws violate the First Amendment religious protections.
Native American Indians smoked cannabis as part of their religious and tribal ceremonies long before
European’s arrived, due to the unique insights it provided those who were seeking guidance from what they
referred to as “the Great Spirit.” Similar spiritual insights have occurred with thousands of prophets from all
religions, and since most religions are based on faith and not science, many people believe such insights
come from God. But for those who believe in science, the revealing science of God is provided by insights
from molecular biology, which have established that nanometer-scale proteins (i.e., nanobes), which have
designed, built and operated all of the microbes and bacteria as well as every animal cell and organism.
As such, the nanobes are indeed our biological Creators – and operators -- because they are the biological
essence of all life, memory and metabolism for every living organism. And given the vast forests of
molecular receptors the nanobes have created for cannabinoids, cannabis is obviously very unique plant.
Yet humanity is in the final stages of destroying these nanobial proteins with oil-based chemical poisons,
which were only made economic by making the primordial cannabis plants and molecules illegal.
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The Entire Multinational Fossil Fuel & Nuclear Energy Industry is based on Mass-Producing
Highly-Toxic Chemicals & Radiological Isotopes for Profit.

Medical professor Sanjay Gupta produced a riveting two-hour Toxic America documentary broadcast on
CNN in 2010, which verified that over 85,000 of the most toxic chemical poisons known, such as
gasoline or pesticides, were secretly removed EPA review by oil industry lobbyists when the agency was
established in 1970. Thus trillions of gallons of these poisons were made legal, and have been massproduced ever since.
But due the immutable laws of physics, these vast quantities of poisons that now arrive in the wind and
rain, are also now in the blood and brain of every man, woman and child worldwide, and they are
bankrupting the USA with over $100 trillion in unfunded liabilities for health care, which are summarized
on the usdebtclock.org website, while creating an entirely new generation of profoundly neurologically
damaged individuals, from Autism in unborn babies to Alzheimer’s in adults. This is because vast
quantities of the oil-based chemical poisons, like gasoline, are circulating in virtually every person’s
blood, where they dissolve the highly-complex three-dimensional structure of the protein molecules in
every cell into super-sticky amyloid plaques, which then adhere to and accumulate on synaptic molecular
surfaces, preventing neurons from firing.
Given the plague chemical poisons and amyloid plaques is now ubiquitous, at some point in the not too
distant future, there will a time when there will be no one left who is capable of taking care of anyone
else. And none of this was ever necessary. It was just highly-profitable for the oil industry.

Dr. John Gofman
Professor of Medical Physics
Medical professor John Gofman, who was the chief medical officer of the Atomic Energy Commission,
whose research indicated there was no safe level of exposure to x-ray or gamma ray radiation, and that
70 percent of breast cancers in women were caused from the x-rays in the mammograms, observed that
only one word came to mind regarding such profound chemical and radiological contamination for profit,
and that word was Nuremburg.
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Islands of Highly-Toxic & Non-biodegradable Oil-based Plastics
Plastics derived from cannabis are completely non-toxic & biodegradable. Thus the vast Plastic Islands
that are now pervasive in the world’s oceans would not exist if cannabis had not been made illegal,
because plastics made from cannabis are non-toxic, highly-nutritious, and biodegradable.

One of the most comprehensive scientific studies published on page one of The New York Times in 2003,
concluded that over 90 percent of the fish in the global oceans at that point were lost due to overfishing and
chemical contamination. The authors of the study obtained their data from the fishing industry’s records of
how many fish were caught over that past century. Given the death of the oceans, and the climate change
chaos that is already destroying major food production systems worldwide, the human community will not
survive without indoor Lifeboat Ark Systems shown on the PhoenixProject.net website.
Hemp for Victory in World War II

In 1942, the U.S. was cut off from most of its sources of hemp in the Far East, and given hemp was a critical
and strategic material for the War Department, the U.S. Department of Agriculture established a public
company to grow and harvest hemp, and produced a film, “Grow Hemp for the War” which is now available
online at Youtube, that encouraged farmers to grow hemp for the war effort. The film is really a classic,
although it is now referred to as “propaganda.” But what the film fails to mention is why hemp was so
important to the war effort, given modern warships no longer use canvas sails or rigging. But as was
mentioned earlier in this paper, DuPont was making virtually all of the high explosives from cannabis.
Well over $1 trillion has subsequently been spent to arrest over 45 million otherwise innocent American
citizens for a crime that has no victim, with sentences more severe than for first degree murder, in a brutal
and blatantly unconstitutional and unsuccessful Drug War. But by making cannabis illegal, every man,
woman & child has now been contaminated with over 85,000 highly-toxic oil-based chemicals that were
made legal by the same lobbyists who made cannabis illegal.
Details on this Orwellian distortion of American history are on the PhoenixProjectFoundation.US website
and The Poisoning of America 2014 ebook that is also available on the foundation website.
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The Central American Drug Gang Caliphate
In spite of the fourth-grade English about Jurisdiction in the 14th Amendment, the federal government,
including the President, the U.S. Congress and Supreme Court, all blatantly ignore this language in the
U.S. Constitution. And this is not some minor technical offense, it is Treason to We the People, because it
favors and is transferring political power to non-citizens, while profoundly reducing the quality of life for all
Americans. Virtually all American cities now struggle to financially cope with an exploding overpopulation
problem, which includes a $100 billion a year Central American Drug Gang Caliphate that the FBI states
are now responsible for over half of all of the violent crime in the U.S. And this Caliphate invasion could
not have taken place without U.S. drug laws, which violated Article 1 Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution.

According to the FBI, drug gangs are now responsible for over half of all of the violent crime in the U.S.
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According to the FBI website, at least 1.4 million gang members from Central America are known to have
established their own $100 billion a year Caliphate in the U.S., which has never acknowledged U.S.
borders or laws. The FBI report verifies the actual number of gang members is obviously much higher,
because millions of such individuals do not participate in the census. This Caliphate clearly dwarfs that of
ISIS, which is reported to have some 30,000 members, and ironically it could only have happened
because of the oil and chemical company inspired U.S. drug laws, which have made the violent and
brutal criminal gang drug lord’s billionaires.
In spite of this chaos, the Obama administration and the U.S. Congress continue to enforce the mindless
drug laws, which have shattered the lives of over 45 million people, and poisoned the only planet in the
Universe that can sustain life. Indeed, the only action the U.S. government has been able to agree on is
to spend billions on more oil wars to try and restore the phony borders in Iraq, by dropping radioactive
uranium-tipped munitions instead defending the phony and uncontrolled borders in the U.S.
The dysfunctional lobbyist-based U.S. Republic that serves the interests of oil companies, political parties
and lobbyists has also refused to allocate the money to replace over 70,000 major bridges in the U.S.
that are structurally ready to collapse from a lack of maintenance, or taking care of the over 50 million
Americans who are living in poverty, most of whom are children who are breathing contaminated air,
drinking contaminated water, and eating contaminated junk food for corporate profits. For all the
compassion that is continually expressed for foreign nationals, the government and corporate news
media ignore the untold millions of destitute and unemployed Americans who are already U.S. citizens.
Yet the taxpayer subsidies to the oil industry are staggering. According to Princeton University professor
Roger J. Stern’s paper, “United States cost of military force projection in the Persian Gulf, 1976–2007,”
the costs of gulf oil shipments over this 30-year period was over $6.8 trillion, and the additional costs from
2007 onward were estimated to be $500 billion annually, for a total of $11 trillion, and counting. This has
made the oil industry so wealthy that it now reportedly owns all of the major banks in the U.S. as well.
Few Americans are aware of the Orwellian nature of the corporate news media, which is also owned by,
and serves the interests of, the oil and pharmaceutical companies. It is why they have no interest in
informing the public about the unconstitutional nature of the oil company-enacted U.S. drug laws, or the
hydrogen economy that has been advocated by thousands of scientists and engineers worldwide for over
two hundred years, or the oil company-caused climate change and global chemical contamination, or that
the real reason for the renewed wars in Iraq and Ukraine was for interests of Exxon & Halliburton. This is
never mentioned by CBS, NBC, ABC or CNN, all of whom run endless commercials on every broadcast
for the oil, gas and pharmaceutical industry, which is in the final stages of making the Earth uninhabitable.
The first Amendment provides freedom of the press from government censorship, but it does nothing to
protect the American people against the corporate news media that has utterly failed to inform the
American people about the chaos that is now inevitable. The only question is: What can now be done to
cope with this chaos and what is coming?
The answer is to mass-produce wind-hydrogen-powered indoor Lifeboat Ark food production systems in
every community, where people can survive and ultimately prosper with energy, agricultural, medical and
economic systems that are pollution-free and inexhaustible. And the obstacles are not technical, they are
political. For details, please review the PhoenixProjectFoundation.US website to learn about the solarsourced Hydrogen Economy that can power the Lifeboat Ark food systems, which are the only
technology that will be able to operate in spite of the climate change chaos that is now inevitable.
Given the exponential nature of the global energy, economic and environmental problems, a State of
Emergency clearly exists for Spaceship Earth, as humanity is simultaneously accelerating towards both
a technological “Utopia” and an ecological “Oblivion.” Utopia in this case is defined as replacing all
toxic fossil and nuclear fuels, chemicals and plastics with a poison-free and inexhaustible Solar
Hydrogen Hemp Economy, which will allow molecular biology and regenerative molecular medicine to
end aging and disease, thus giving birth to a new species: Homo Immortalis. And the decisions made
now will determine which future is going to evolve.
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In order to Take Action Now, it is critical to go to the DemocracyAmendmentUSA,us website and learn
about the 28-word Democracy Amendment, which will then empower the majority of citizens to approve
all laws and judicial decisions that impact the majority of citizens, such as the absurd Grand Jury
process that just took place in Ferguson, Missouri, or President Obama’s unconstitutional jurisdiction he
has given to millions of illegal foreign nationals. But most importantly, only the majority will have the
power to end secrecy and bribery of elected officials in the U.S. Congress and State Legislatures, by
establishing the United States Citizens Democratic Congress, which will be run like the U.S. Navy,
instead of a house of prostitution.
Once the USA is a real Democracy, instead of a bribery-based Republic, the drug laws will end
immediately, as will the practice of having commission-based police officers, judges, medical doctors,
dentists, educators, and bankers, as the USA shifts from all fossil and nuclear fuels to a Hydrogen Age
with wartime speed, whereby the inexhaustible solar-sourced hydrogen will be made from cannabis and
the sun, wind and water.
The majority will also likely end the oil wars, and redeploy the U.S. Armed Forces to secure U.S. borders,
instead of those in Iraq and Syria, and elsewhere. Given the exponentially worsening population problem,
which is like cancer growing out of control in the body, the reality is that no new citizens or workers are
now needed in the United States. Applicants will still likely be able to provide a detailed letter and
resume, which can then be reviewed on a case by case basis. But majority of citizens will likely enforce a
science-based “comprehensive” U.S. immigration policy that will determine the citizenship status of all
U.S. residents by having utility companies determine the citizenship status of their customers, and no
financial, health care or other benefits will be provided to non-citizens. This has been the policy in
Canada for decades, which is why the illegal immigrants come to the U.S. instead of Canada.
The solutions have been available all along. What is required is for the majority of U.S. citizens (i.e.,
registered voters) to Take Action Now by downloading the Article V Citizen Ballot from the
DemocracyAmendmentUSA.us website. Once the verifiable paper ballots are filled-out and mailed to
their respective Secretary of State, the ballots can be verified, counted and archived. And when
majorities in 38 states send in their ballots, the 28th Amendment for Democracy will then be ratified, at
which point the United States of America will have completed its Revolution for Democracy, which was
initiated in 1776 by Thomas Jefferson and our other Founding Fathers, Mothers and Children.
Take Action Now!

Thomas Jefferson
“All Authority Belongs to the People”
DemocracyAmendmentUSA.us
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Harry Braun and his wife Lucy

Harry Braun is shown in New York City with his wife Lucille, who was his campaign manager in his
2012 presidential campaign. Both Harry and Lucy were also responsible for developing the
$150 million San Juan Mesa Wind project shown on the right in eastern New Mexico.
Harry Braun is the CEO and senior scientist of the Phoenix Project Foundation, a scientific and
educational organization that is focused on educating the general public about the importance of
shifting from fossil and nuclear fuels, which are highly-toxic and rapidly diminishing, to a Solar
Hydrogen Hemp Economy with wartime-speed. Braun is also the CEO of the Phoenix Project Political
Action Committee that is focused on organizing state and national Article V Constitutional Conventions
to pass and ratify the 28 word 28th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution that he authored.
Braun was born in Compton, California in 1948, but spent most of his youth in Denver, Colorado. He
completed his undergraduate work in history and science at Arizona State University in 1971, and in
consideration of a medical career, he returned to Colorado to work as an assistant in the Surgical
Intensive Care Unit at the University of Colorado Medical Center in 1972. He returned to Arizona a year
later to attend graduate school at ASU in anthropology and evolutionary biology, and then taught history,
science and anthropology for the next 3 years at Thunderbird High School in Glendale, Arizona. From
1976 until 1982, Braun served as the director of energy research and development for the Chairman of the
Board of the O’Malley companies, a 100-year old building material supply firm headquartered in Phoenix.
Given Braun’s many technical papers on his research into solar hydrogen research and development, in
1981 he was invited to become an Advisory Board Member of the International Association for Hydrogen
Energy (iahe.org), which is the largest and oldest peer-review hydrogen scientific and engineering
society in the world, with thousands of PhD-level scientists and engineers as members from over 45
countries. Many of the members are professors as well as senior engineers from the major energy,
automotive, aerospace and oil industries, because one cannot make gasoline from oil without hydrogen.
Given Braun’s research into molecular biology and photobiology, which is the science of characterizing
the biological impact of sunlight on metabolism and human health, he served as a technical consultant
to the Duro-Test Corporation, headquartered in North Bergen, NJ, whose engineers pioneered the
development of lamps that simulated sunlight indoors. Such lamps were used in many medical and
clinical studies in the U.S., and Braun provided technical briefings to a number of universities and
medical investigators at the U.S. Naval Medical Command in Washington DC, and the School of
Aerospace Medicine at Brooks Air Force Base in Texas. Braun has continued with his photobiology
research, which is now focused on using sunlight simulating lamps for infection control in hospitals.
As a result of his years of research, Braun completed his first book, The Phoenix Project, in 1990, which
provided an overview of energy technologies and resources, and why the only sustainable energy
strategy involved shifting to solar-sourced hydrogen energy systems that made hydrogen from water with
sunlight. This is what all photosynthetic proteins, bacteria and other microbes have been successfully
doing on a global-scale for over 3-billion years. As part of Braun’s research, he was interviewing Chuck
Lopez, the manager of the solar test site at Southern California Edison, and as a result of their on-going
conversations, Braun became aware that Edison was ordered by the California Energy Commission to
discontinue its energy research, and as such, Braun was able to purchase the rights and technology to
the Solar Dish Stirling technology developed by McDonnell Douglas and Kockums, a major Swedish
defense manufacturer that optimized Stirling engines for use in non-nuclear attack submarines.
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When the Kockums Stirling engine was integrated with the McDonnell Douglas concentrator, this
system, which was very similar to an automobile from a manufacturing perspective, immediately set a
new world’s efficiency record of 30% for converting solar energy into grid-quality electricity. Braun then
established Stirling Energy Systems in 1994, which worked with both McDonnell Douglas and Kockums
to refine the technology as part of a Sandia contract with the U.S. Department of Energy. But for a
number of technical reasons, the Dish Stirling technology was unable to compete economically with
wind systems, thus Braun shifted his focus to wind technology and energy development projects. Braun
and his wife Lucy established Mesa Wind LLC in the year 2000, which then developed a 120 megawatt
San Juan Mesa Wind Project near Clovis New Mexico, and when the project was completed in 2005, the
controlling interest was sold to Edison Mission Energy, which now owns and operates the facility, and
provides Braun’s Mesa Wind company with a royalty for as long as the project is operational.
Braun’s technical papers include his “Solar Gensets for Large-Scale Hydrogen Production” paper
published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1992 and his most recent Phoenix Project
paper published in the international Chemical Engineering & Chemical Industry Quarterly. He is also
author of the Second Edition of The Phoenix Project: Shifting from Oil to Hydrogen, a 360-page book and
companion DVD that he produced in 2000. The book documents how the microorganisms on the
primitive Earth were exponentially exhausting the hydrogen they were extracting from hydrocarbon
molecules in the primordial soup. In order to avoid extinction, the proteins, which Braun refers to as
“nanobes,” figured out how to extract hydrogen from water with solar energy by engineering a new
molecule, chlorophyll, and this process has been successfully working on a global scale for over 3 billion
years. In his paper, The Revealing Science of God, Braun points out that from a perspective of molecular
biology, the proteins are indeed our biological “creators,” and they are a 4-billion year old highlyadvanced civilization that is at the heart of all life, metabolism and memories.
Braun’s book provides a technical and economic analysis of fossil and nuclear options as well as the
most promising wind and other solar options that would allow the U.S. and other countries to rapidly
shift from non-renewable fossil and nuclear fuels to renewable solar hydrogen production systems that
would then resolve many of the most serious energy economic and environmental problems. The book
reviews both the positive and negative aspects of exponential growth as documented by physics
professor Albert Bartlett, which explains why humanity is on the threshold of both a technological
“utopia” of molecular medicine as well as an ecological “oblivion” of the sixth mass-extinction event in
the Earth’s history, which is already well underway. It is why we on Spaceship Earth are all like
passengers aboard the Titanic, and there is only a limited amount of time left to “change course.”
Although hydrogen is often mentioned by professors of engineering as the “Holy Grail” of sustainability
and indeed all energy sources, Braun is the only technical analyst that has provided a peer-reviewed
plan for how this “transition of substance” can happen by 2020. The key is to mass-produce cannabis,
wind and other cost-effective solar hydrogen production systems while modifying every existing vehicle,
appliance, power plant and agricultural system to use this pollution-free fuel that is inexhaustible.
Braun ran for Congress in 1984 against John McCain in order to promote his plan to shift to a Solar
Hydrogen energy and economic system, and in 2004 and 2012, he ran as an independent presidential
candidate on the same basic issues. In 2012, he incorporated hydrogen-powered indoor “lifeboat”
organic hydroponic agricultural systems as part of a return to a Hydrogen Cannabis Economy that will
be critical if humanity is going to survive the coming climate chaos and super volcanic eruptions that
are now inevitable.
Given the army of lobbyists who oppose such measures, Braun is now focused on bypassing the
Congress to pass and ratify a 28-word Article V Democracy Amendment he has authored, which will
transfer power from lobbyists and the political parties and elected officials they bribe, to the majority of
citizens who would then be empowered to approve all legislative and judicial decisions that affect the
majority. This would have a profound impact on every major policy issue, and be a “trigger mechanism”
for implementing a Solar Hydrogen Cannabis Economy. The result of this “transition of substance” will
be “sustainable prosperity without pollution”, assuming there is hopefully still time to change course.
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Significant Quotes & Final Thoughts
From
Thomas Jefferson

“All authority belongs to the People.”
“If a law is unjust, a man is not only right to disobey it,
he is obligated to do so.”
"Hemp is of first necessity to the wealth & protection of the country."
"I hope we shall crush in its birth the aristocracy of our monied
corporations, which dare already to challenge our government to a
trial of strength and bid defiance to the laws of our country."
“I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than
standing armies. If the American people ever allow private banks to control the
issue of their currency, first by inflation, then by deflation, the banks and
corporations that will grow up around [the banks] will deprive the people of all
property until their children wake-up homeless on the continent their fathers
conquered. The issuing power should be taken from the banks and restored to the
people, to whom it properly belongs.”
“When governments fear the people, there is liberty.
When the people fear the government, there is tyranny.”
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